
Welwyn Team Ministry – Reflections for Easter Week – The Resurrection Appearances 

Thursday – ‘Doubting’ Thomas – John 20:24-29 

From v26: 

 A week later his disciples were again in the house, and Thomas was with them. Although the doors 

were shut, Jesus came and stood among them and said, ‘Peace be with you.’ 27 Then he said to 

Thomas, ‘Put your finger here and see my hands. Reach out your hand and put it in my side. Do not 

doubt but believe.’ 28 Thomas answered him, ‘My Lord and my God!’ 29 Jesus said to him, ‘Have you 

believed because you have seen me? Blessed are those who have not seen and yet have come to 

believe.’ 

If we play a biblical word association game and I say Thomas, many of us will come up with the 

answer ‘doubting.’ This is rather unfair to Thomas, and the word does not occur in this passage. 

Indeed Thomas here is granted here only what we have been told was granted to the other disciples 

a week previously. Not only can we then accuse them of sexism (Luke 24:11: they dismiss the 

women’s witness as an ‘idle tale’) but also of the extraordinary lingering doubt even when Jesus is 

standing in front of them on the mountain at the close of Matthew’s gospel (Matt 28:17 – wait for 

Saturday!). 

Indeed on the other occasions Thomas is mentioned in John’s gospel we might call him ‘Brave’ 

Thomas (‘Let us go and die with him’ 11:16) or Thomas of the Intelligent Question (‘How can we 

know the way?’ 14:5).  

Not only that, but in this passage John puts into Thomas’ mouth the climatic assertion of the entire 

Gospel. In John 1:1 we have heard that ‘The Word was God.’ Now at the end of the gospel it is finally 

Thomas who asserts ‘My Lord and My God.’ Some commentators argue that this is a OMG sort of 

exclamation – ‘it’s you, and you’re alive, OMG’ – but John’s placing of it here at the end of the 

gospel, and crucially Jesus’ response in the next verse clearly implies that Thomas should be known 

as the ‘one who finally tells us who Jesus is.’ A dangerous claim as John was writing about the same 

time that the Emperor Domitian had proclaimed himself ‘dominus et deus noster’ (Our Lord and 

God).  
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